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Berni’s Nudelbrett 

"The Perfect Family Dinner"

A restaurant every member of the family would like to dine at, Berni’s

Nudelbrett serves delicious Italian cuisine. Situated right beside

Viktualienmarkt, this restaurant also affords wonderful views of the

Bavarian Alps. You can sit outside to get the best view as you enjoy

scrumptious rumpsteak, tortellini alla boscaiola and more. The pizza list is

long and features irresistible pies like the la quattro stagioni and la

caprina. Beers and wines are also offered.

 +49 89 26 4469  www.bernisnudelbrett.de/  info@bernisnudelbrett.de  Petersplatz 8, Munich
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H'ugo's 

"Fresh Pizzas"

Enjoy the tantalizing flavors of Italian cuisine in the heart of Munich at

H'ugo's. A specialist when it comes to pizzas, the ones served here are

fresh out of a brick oven. For a taste of their best offerings choose form

their special weekly menu. Complement your meal with a champagne,

wine or cognac from their collection. Football stars, Lothar Matthäus and

Franck Ribery have graced this place with their presence.The owner Ugo

Crocamo is a renowned name in the culinary world. Lucky visitors may

even get the opportunity to brush shoulders with a famous personality

here.

 +49 89 22 1270  www.hugos-pizza.de/  info@hugos-pizza.de  Promenadeplatz 1-3,

Opposite Hotel Bayerischer

Hof, Munich

Nero Pizza & Grill 

"Home of the Food Lovers"

Nero Pizza and Lounge is a modern pizzeria that offers a warm dining

experience complete with high-quality food. Keeping with Nero's tradition

of offering the best to customers, all the pizzas are made from organic

whole wheat flour. Try the Bistecca al Lardo, which accompanies roasted

potatoes. The fine taste of garlic and rosemary enhances the flavor of the

pizza. If you want to try out some of these delicacies at home, then you

can also buy olive oil and other exotic vegetables right here. Sit in the

gallery lounge while you sip on your favorite wine while enjoying the light

music. The pizzeria has been a hot favorite for concerts, but check with

the restaurant for timings.

 +49 89 2101 9060

(Reservations)

 www.nero-muenchen.de/  Kontakt-@-nero-

muenchen.de

 Rumfordstrasse 34, Munich
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Casalingo 

"Italian Restaurant in Old Munich"

Tucked away in a small courtyard, Casalingo is a little Italian restaurant

situated in the heart of Munich's Old Town, just a few minutes from

Jacobsplatz. Sit outside in the courtyard and enjoy a glass of wine with

your antipasti while absorbing the wonderful atmosphere. Featuring daily

specials and a seasonal menu, the focus is on using fresh ingredients.

Enjoy their home-made ravioli and delicious pannacotta. Don't forget to

ask about the day's special menu.

 +49 89 2300 1963  gusto-casalingo.de/  info@gusto-casalingo.de  Sebastiansplatz 12, Munich
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Pizzesco 

"Pizza for Everyone!"

Pizzesco is an eatery where there is, quite literally, a traditional Italian

pizza for everyone. Whether you want a typically cheesy pie, a gluten-free

version or even something without lactose, you will find something to suit

your palate here. Even if, strangely enough, you're not in the mood for

pizza, this cozy eatery has plenty of other Italian dishes with which to

delight you.

 +49 89 6797 2812  www.pizzesco.com/  Rosenheimer Straße 12, Munich
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Rosso Pizza 

"Delicious Pizza"

Rosso Pizza is a small Italian-run pizzeria serving up delicious thin crust

pizzas, salads, desserts and coffee along with a pleasant selection of

Bavarian beer. Rosso Pizza and Bar offers budget-friendly, delicious Italian

pizzas like the Napoli, Bianca, Primavera and more. The open-kitchen

means you can watch your pizza being fired while you enjoy your drink.

Stop by for a tasty authentic Italian Pizza that won't hurt your pocket.

 +49 89 2737 5653  www.rosso-bar-pizza.de/  info@rosso-pizza.de  Amalienstrasse 45, Munich
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L'Osteria 

"For Pizzas, Pastas and More"

L'Osteria is a German staple famous for it's pizzas and pastas. Located on

the vibrant strip of Leopoldstrasse, this Italian restaurant with its convivial

vibe and modern decor, presents the perfect venue for casual lunches and

friendly night-outs. Carefully-prepared entree dishes, fresh antipasti and

oven-baked pizzas dominate the menu. Classic standbys like the

Prosciutto and Margherita, and innovative spin-offs like the Hawaii are

must trys from the pizza menu. If you're going for a hearty meal then try

the Rigatoni Gorgonzola or Gnocchi Scampi - favorites among pastas. Pair

the dishes with wine or beer and round off the courses with a helping of

Tiramisu. Prices are grounded and service is meant to please. Walk-ins are

welcomed.

 +49 89 3888 9711  www.losteria.de/?uri=mue

nchenleopoldstrasse

 verwaltung@losteria.de  Leopoldstrasse 28 A, Munich
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L'Angolo della Pizza 

"Follow the Aroma"

When you walk through the door of this welcoming restaurant, you will

see chefs adeptly preparing a variety of pizza toppings. That delicious

scene and the aroma of the food will make your mouth water as you're

shown to your table. The service is efficient and friendly. You can of

course try the pasta dishes and the salads, but the pizza is the prize dish.

Get a traditional Italian pizza with all the standard toppings, or choose

from a list of original toppings if you want a new gastronomic experience.

Reservations are highly recommended.

 +49 89 448 8979  www.langolo-della-

pizza.de/

 langolo@online.de  Breisacherstraße 30, Munich
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